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About The Annex Cat Rescue
Our Goals
The plight of homeless cats in the Greater Toronto Area is a growing one in search of a compassionate solution.
The Annex Cat Rescue is an all-volunteer charity which deals with this sadly neglected problem in five ways:
* by humanely trapping homeless kittens and abandoned or stray adults for our foster and
adoption program;
* by feeding and providing medical care for feral cats in designated colonies;
* by curbing population growth in those colonies through trapping, then spaying or neutering
the adults too wild for an indoor life and returning them to their colonies;
* by educating civic officials and the public on the compassionate treatment of homeless cats
and responsible pet ownership;
* by improving urban environments through community cooperation.

Our Programs
Currently ACR has over 60 core volunteers including foster parents, adoption screeners, photographers, feral-cat
trappers, colony feeders, craftsmakers, administrators, financial officers, event organizers and fundraisers.
We do not operate a shelter. All our cats are fostered in a network of volunteers’ homes, preventing the
behavioural problems that develop when cats are caged for long periods, as well as the spread of infectious
disease. This also makes it easier for our fosters to socialize nervous cats and to understand more clearly their
temperaments for placing them in suitable environments. Through home visits prospective adopters are able to
interact directly with our cats in a setting similar to their own. That’s why ACR describes itself as “Adoption with
a Difference.”
In the nearly ten years since our founding, ACR has placed about 1,300 cats and kittens in permanent homes.
Those six months or older are spayed or neutered. The adopters of kittens must sign contracts agreeing to spay
or neuter them at the appropriate time.
Feral cats are the wild offspring of domestic cats that have been abandoned or have become lost. They may
have been wild for several generations and tend to live in colonies in back alleys, parks, garages, wherever they
can find shelter and food. Every evening, no matter the weather, our volunteers feed ACR colonies along designated routes. They also report colony cats with medical needs to our trappers for veterinary attention. The ACR
has a strict no-kill policy. No cat that comes into our care will ever be euthanized except on purely compassionate grounds.
Since a female cat can have two or three litters a year, she can exponentially produce thousands of offspring in
a short time, many of whom will perish through starvation, freezing, attacks by humans and other predators. The
ACR intervenes in this cycle of suffering through our trap-spay/neuter-return program (TNR). In the last few years,
the reach of this program has been greatly extended by grants from PetSmart Charities and The Donner Canadian Foundation. Currently, we are fortunate to be the recipients of a three-year TNR grant from The W. Garfield
Weston Foundation, which becomes operative in ‘07. The ACR is extremely grateful to these benefactors for
helping us to pursue our humane goals.
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In addition to our hands-on programs, The ACR seeks to educate the public about responsible pet ownership and
the GTA’s homeless cat problem through our brochures, our posters, our phone line, our web site and our ever-increasing presence at community events. We also provide advice, hands-on expertise and equipment to members
of the public dealing with homeless cats in their own neighbourhoods. This year we’ve also initiated a Minders’
program whereby we partner with individuals tending their own neighbourhood colonies.
Aside from grants for specific programs, all ACR’s funds are raised by our volunteers through membership fees,
adoption fees, donations, money from the sale of our handmade crafts. Our foster parents pay to feed and
house the ACR cats in their care and our feeders pay for most of the food they distribute to ACR colonies. We
are greatly aided in our programs by the cooperation of dedicated veterinarians who provide their services at a
discount.
Our History
The ACR was founded in 1997 when residents of The Annex neighbourhood in downtown Toronto banded
together to care for a local colony. Gradually our catchment area, both for cats and volunteers, spread across
the whole GTA. In 1999, Canada Revenue Agency granted ACR charitable status (#871653945 RR 0001). A
Board of Directors was chosen and a philosophy was formalized through our constitution, by-laws and guidelines. Our volunteer-run web site was launched in 2000, featuring ACR cats and kittens available for adoption
(www.annexcatrescue.on.ca).
Recent ACR Boards have continued the work of our founders by clarifying responsibilities and procedures
through the creation of a Volunteer Agreement, an Adoption Agreement, a Foster Agreement, a Screeners’
Script, Web Site Guidelines and Health Guidelines for Feline Handlers. This year’s board has added Dispute
Resolution Guidelines, Emergency Procedures for Feral Feeders, Minders’ Guidelines and a Filmmakers’ Agreement (in response to a request to document our work).
Our Future
The ACR approaches its tenth anniversary as a dynamic, highly focused, passionate and compassionate organization well-rooted in the past and with clear vision for the future.
*****
ACR Board of Directors June ‘06 - June ‘07
Chair - Sylvia Fraser
Vice-Chair - Sharon Steinman
Treasurer - Carol Hroncek
Secretary - Isabelle Hemond
Member-at-Large - Lisa Mollagholamali
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Highlights of 2006
Fostering and Adoptions
2006 was another great year for adoptions. Under the inspiring direction of Foster Coordinator Sharon Steinman, 169 of our feline clients found their forever homes −104 kittens and 65 adults. Of those, 64 lucky cats/kittens went out in pairs and ACR even placed an additional set of triplets!
Every adoption is the result of a huge team effort with trappers, screeners, photographers, administrators and our
veterinarians all playing a vital role. The heart of our adoption program is, of course, our foster parents who provide food (supplied by themselves) and love in abundance. They also make veterinarian visits, nurse sick kittens
and open their homes to potential adopters. Currently, we have a network of about 15 foster homes. Since 18
of our cats were adopted by their foster parents, you can see why we always need more foster homes and why
falling in love is a serious occupational hazard!
All good placements are occasions for celebration but it’s particularly gratifying to find adopters willing to care
for cats with medical or behavioural problems. This year ACR placed six special-needs cats in forever homes.
This included lovable Georgina, born with no eyes and a condition called hydrocephalitis, commonly known as
water on the brain. It took only 11 months − a short time given Georgina’s challenges! − for an adopter to fall
under the spell of the adorable personality behind these handicaps. Monsignor was another ACR cat with an
amazing disposition and a medical problem: he tested positive for feline leukemia and so could not be placed
with another cat. He eventually found his forever home, as did the very affectionate Mr. Big, who came to the
attention of our trappers because of an abscessed cheek and who tested positive for feline immune deficiency
(FIV). Gracie, at four years, was a sweet kitty who loved her foster parents but who had nervous attacks in which
she licked bald spots so that she did not show well. Randall, age two, was a contrarian with loads of personality
but not much interest in making nice to humans. With patience on the part of their foster parents, both Randall
and Gracie found willing adopters.
Still in foster care is Romeo, who tested positive for FIV and must receive daily pills and twice weekly injections
of fluids under his skin. Nassau, a diabetic, requires twice daily injections. Montana is battling chronic diarrhea
along with a heart and a hyperthyroid condition. Gypsy, age 18, is on a prescription diet for kidney failure. We
wish to acknowledge, with a very special thank you, the selfless and compassionate foster parents who have
risen to the challenge of looking after these vulnerable felines, rejoicing in their happy times and ameliorating
their suffering. This is the true meaning of cat rescue in a “no-kill” organization which practises euthanasia only
when deteriorating quality of life demands it. This sadly was the case with Georgia, sister of Georgina, born
with several genetic defects and euthanized on medical advice when she could no longer eat on her own, leaving many human mourners.
By far the majority of ACR foster cats are healthy, rambunctious, affectionate creatures needing only a couple of
weeks or months of foster care to polish their indoor manners and to receive their immunizations before debuting
on our web site. Even when an adoption goes awry, our cat stories usually have happy endings. Take the case
of Chocolatta and Tess, brought up in different foster homes but adopted, at eight weeks, by the same woman.
Two years later, she insisted that ACR remove both cats immediately because she was “too nervous” to look after
them. Since no foster space was available, she agreed to transport them to the nearest ACR veterinarian clinic.
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As soon as Chocolatta’s former foster mom had room, she went to pick him up. In place of the tiny brown fuzzball who’d been born in the sock drawer of an abandoned house, she found a magnificent long-haired beauty
who hurled himself at her purring and licking her face. Once back in his old foster home, Chocolatta continued
to prove himself in the top one-percentile for energy and extroversion even with strangers.
Chocolatta’s foster mom couldn’t rid herself of the memory of Tess, huddled and rejected in the back of the same
veterinarian cage. She determined to rescue this white-and-tabby short-haired puss with the big soulful olive eyes,
imagining a blissful reunion.
Sure enough, Chocolatta rushed to welcome Tess with kitty kisses. Tess replied with humpbacked hisses. It didn’t
get any better. The harder Chocolatta tried, the more withdrawn Tess became, underlining her hostility with litterbox offences. Even Dr. Phil could not save this marriage!
A former Board member and her husband were smitten with Chocolatta. Soon after they adopted him, ACR began to receive pictures of Chocolatta (fittingly renamed Buddy!) playing and cuddling with his new feline friends.
Meanwhile, removed from Buddy’s energetic, extroverted competition, Tess began to emerge from her shell, and
eventually she was outgoing enough to charm three adult visitors. First reports after her adoption were mixed.
She had retreated to one bedroom of her very large new home and had bonded with only one adult. Fortunately, her adopters never lost their optimism and, at last report, Tess could usually be found romping about the
whole house like a kitten with her two feline friends. She is now also on great terms with all three adopters.
As with humans, not every cat marriage or adoption is successful, but both Buddy and Tess are proof positive
that there are Many Happy Returns.

Feral Colony Feeding
As ACR completes a decade of feral feeding, the number of feeders continues to grow. Although we began with
a skeleton staff of just two or three, we now have upwards of 25 feeders who minister to the feral cats yearround. The majority of feeders routinely provide their own feline kibble, with a smaller number relying on food
donated to ACR. Through TNR, our trappers have succeeded in stabilizing the number of feral cats at many of
our feeding stations. However, new cats − sometimes ravenous − continue to appear. Some were recently born
to feral mothers; others are mature ferals that have discovered our feeding stations; still others are semi-feral cats,
perhaps kept as mousers, that have escaped from local shops; also in attendance domestic cats that have become lost or been abandoned by irresponsible owners. All of these new arrivals find sustenance at ACR feeding
stations, some only briefly while awaiting placement in foster care and others for a lifetime. In 2006, ACR feeders continued to distribute more than 3,000 kg of dry cat food to upwards of 50 cats, operating daily throughout
the worst blizzards and the most oppressive heat and smog.
In 2006, ACR made several new improvements to the feral feeding program. Until this year, the program had
only one Feeding Coordinator, Sharon Kirsch; her responsibilities included interviewing new volunteers and
organizing their training, finding temporary replacements for regular feeders who were ill or on holiday, and
liaising between feeders and the Board or other ACR coordinators. Because of the increasing number of feeders,
and concerns about feeder safety related to escalating crime in certain areas of the route, a second Coordinator,
Helena Kvarnstrom, was appointed. Since October, Helena has served as an excellent addition to the feeding
team and we thank her for her conscientious work.
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This past year, several feeders in Kensington Market reported coming into contact with crack users, one male
volunteer was propositioned twice, and a female volunteer was asked, if not altogether forcefully, to give over
her wallet (she refused and was left unharmed). In Chinatown, feeders have also seen evidence of drug use
in secluded courtyards and alleyways, and a local resident who objects to our feeding verbally abused one
volunteer. To address these growing concerns about security, the Board organized a workshop on safety strategies. Led by Steven Hughes, an ACR feeder with professional expertise in community safety strategies, the
workshop took place at the Tranzac Club on December 7, 2006. Steven focused on several themes, including
cultivating self-awareness, minimizing risk and maximizing personal
safety. Among other strategies, the feeders and trappers in attendance
learned how best to negotiate remote or hidden areas, such as alleyways; how to dress to deflect attention from themselves and increase
mobility; and how to recognize nonverbal cues in others that might
foreshadow violent behaviour. Trapper Coordinator Jennifer Clipsham
later summarized the contents of the safety workshop and circulated it
to those feeders and trappers who were unable to attend. The workshop marked an important step in training ACR volunteers to keep safe
themselves while tending to the health and well-being of the feral cats.
Since Steven Hughes has generously offered to repeat the workshop,
we hope to make it an annual event.
Also in 2006, a second initiative of the Board was to create guidelines for emergency situations encountered by
feeders. Over the years, several feeders have witnessed hit-and-run incidents involving feral cats, and feeders
have also become concerned about store cats locked in vacant shops, apparently without adequate food and
water. In all of these cases, volunteers relied on their own judgment and resources − and they handled the situations effectively. Nevertheless, the Board and the Feeding Coordinators saw the need for an ACR document to
guide feeders confronted with emergencies. The Board began to workshop a set of guidelines in fall 2006, sending them to the Coordinators for comment. As of early January 2007, the feeders had received clear directives.
Procedures now exist for dealing with instances of life-threatening injuries, sick or injured animals, and potential
animal neglect or abuse. For several years, too, the Board has appointed one of its members to act as a special
liaison with the feral feeders, further facilitating communication.
Of course, what motivates the feeders to persist, often in difficult circumstances, is the clear evidence that feeding matters. Whereas nine
years ago, many of the feral cats along our routes were noticeably
listless, ill, and undernourished, many are now mistaken for domestic cats. The oldest of the feral cats cared for by ACR are at least 13
years, in contrast to the usual two-to-five year life expectancy for feral
cats. Feeders remain key not only to maintaining the feral cats on the
street but also to identifying and rescuing feral kittens and non-feral
cats. In 2006, feeders reported a brown tabby kitten living in a squalid parking area, dangerously in the path of cars. Trapper Coordinator
Jennifer Clipsham managed to catch the kitten and secure care for him,
sparing him a lifetime on the streets. In July 2006, veteran feeders Rondi Adamson and Judy Waldman discovered a tame Siamese-mix cat with a swollen foreleg in front of the Baby Blue Restaurant in Kensington Market.
Afraid that the cat might go into hiding, Judy and a friend trapped the cat that very night and ACR arranged
veterinary care. Within weeks, Blue − as she came to be known − had found a home. She is thriving − as are all
the feeders who touch the lives of so many cats beset by neglect or other misfortunes.
*Photos by Rondi Adamson
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TRAPPING
2006 was an active and successful year for ACR’s Trap-Neuter/Spay-Return (TNR) program. Along with TNRing
where the need arose, we were active in two new colonies where we teamed with community members to foster
the type of neighbourhood solution that can make a tremendous impact on Toronto’s cat overpopulation.
The Boxcar Colony
In an industrial area of South East Toronto, an isolated feral colony existed under railroad boxcars which had
been converted into a commercial business. Though a couple of local women in the area had been feeding the
colony for six or seven years, it wasn’t until an ACR volunteer stumbled on it late last spring that any attempt was
made to manage it. The colony consisted of half a dozen adult females and several regular and semi-regular
males, with litters arriving regularly all spring and summer. In July, with permission from the manager of the business and much advice from ACR volunteers, the women began rescuing kittens and trapping the adults for TNR.
By November, a dozen kittens had been adopted through ACR’s foster program (SEE entry on Masquerade and
Palmerston). Out of the 23 cats at the site since July, 19 have been TNR’d or adopted. Sadly, a handful of others
died or disappeared from the colony, leaving only one semi-regular female and one semi-regular male to be
trapped. Given the many females in the original colony and the number of kittens born in a single season, there
would have been a significant population increase in a short time without intervention. As an extra bonus, informal Internet discussions of the Boxcar Cat Project, inspired by the volunteer’s online photo album, have increased
awareness of ACR’s programs, resulting in donations and even new volunteers.

*Photos by Laurie Channer

The Eastern Avenue Colony
In November of 2006, one of the Boxcar Colony’s independent feeders introduced ACR volunteers to a group
that were feeding a small feral colony in an obscure alley off Eastern Avenue. In this case, the feeders were the
staff of a small business who, on their own, had already placed a dozen of the 20 kittens born the previous year.
They had just learned that the board of a nearby condo had hired someone to start trapping the cats with the intention of dumping them at a local shelter where they would have been judged unadoptable and euthanized. At
that time, the colony consisted of one tomcat, three very fertile adult females, five older kittens from one litter and
three younger ones from another. Three of the 12 were trapped in one night by the condo board’s hired trapper.
Alarmed about their fate, the office staff negotiated their retrieval. That’s when ACR became involved, making
these cats an official ACR colony.
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As with the Boxcar Colony, the office staff were trained as trappers by ACR. Over the winter of 2006-2007, they
caught for TNRing nine cats on their front steps where they were used to being fed, with ACR providing recovery space. Two of the kittens were already so socialized they were put into ACR’s foster program and adopted.
It’s believed that one adult female was, unfortunately, killed by a car before she could be trapped, leaving only
two unspayed cats from the original colony. However, during the trapping, all the kittens had matured enough
for one of the older males to impregnate two of the females (ages one year and seven months). Having become
“trap-savvy,” these females evaded capture, producing their litters in the wild in late April. After weaning, ACR
will assist in catching these kittens for our foster program.
Once again, had ACR not become involved, this colony’s three adult queens and eight maturing female kittens
would have created a population explosion on Eastern Avenue, perhaps once again attracting the dangerous
attention of local residents.
Just Another Toronto Alley
A downtown alley, typical of Toronto, has continued to be a breeding ground for stray and feral cats . Unfortunately, many local residents allow their unaltered cats to roam free, reproducing at an alarming rate. Though
ACR has actively TNR’d in this area over the past few years, dealing with cat overpopulation without local
cooperation makes for an uphill battle. Nevertheless, we managed to TNR over 15 cats during this past year.
Previously, numerous cats from this area had tested positive for feline leukemia, but a spot check now reflected
an absence of this disease.
One cat, a young male known on the street as Abel, had lived much of his life
with a pellet from a pellet gun lodged in his leg. Though ACR trappers thought he
might be tame enough for the indoor life. he never made it into our foster program. Thanks to his tremendous disposition, Abel charmed the veterinarian that
performed his surgery, going from his operating table to his home on the same
day. Abel, now affectionately named Pellet, lives in peace and absolute bliss
among his adoptive feline siblings.
For Abel’s pals back in the alley, life remains hard scrabble, offering a sad reminder of Toronto’s homeless cat problem. Nevertheless, ACR’s philosophy is one
of persistence and faith. With each cat spayed or neutered, we’ve prevented the
birth of countless unwanted and homeless kittens.
Abel

A Life Saved by Happenstance
While enroute to trap a very fertile feral cat, ACR volunteers spotted a different cat quietly lying in a patch of
grass. Sensing something was wrong, they set the trap near this second cat and within minutes the bait was
taken. On investigation, they found their concerns validated. The cat’s hairless neck was lined with scars along
with wounds still oozing pus--the aftermath of an attack by another animal, leading to severe abscesses. They
named this poor female Suri.
Suri underwent surgery next day, then spent a month in recovery in an ACR volunteer’s home where she was
medicated twice daily. Still feral, Suri was confused by her circumstances and difficult to handle. Since she’d
never before been closely exposed to humans, she couldn’t understand the caring provided for her and so was
very fearful.
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With time, Suri’s wounds healed. Though domestic life is the preferred outcome for
all ACR cats, the street was what Suri knew and wanted. It was a bittersweet moment when this wild little girl was returned “home”, healed, healthy and fattened
with a month’s tasty food. From time to time, ACR volunteers catch sight of her
playing with her feline friend, apparently content in her chosen home.

Special Events
In 2006 ACR participated in many successful events, raising funds and awareness
for ACR and cat welfare issues. These were not only well attended by volunteers
and friends of ACR but also by the public. Our volunteers were able to connect
with other like-minded, cat-loving individuals raising our profile as well as funds.

Suri

Proceeds from the following events totaled over $3,000:
* Yuk Yuk’s – March 23 and April 2
* LCBO Donation boxes in six stores in the GTA for the month of July
* Vegetarian Food Fair - September 8, 9 and 10
* St. Lawrence Market – October 14
* Artisan Market – November 25, December 2, 9, 16 and 17
* Linda Mercer Folk for Cats Fundraiser – December 22
Each event was made possible through the hard work and dedication of our volunteers who set up the displays,
transported goods, ran the tables and talked to the public about our vital work.
Thank you to everyone who participated and to Special Events Coordinator Jessica Hopkins for her organizational skills.

Donated Items for Sale
This past year, ACR received certainly our most unique donation ever. Through a curious and amusing turn of
events, a group of community-minded young students became aware of the Boxcar Colony where ACR was
TNRing (SEE the Trapping section). At their school, the students
were participating in a program under Roots & Shoots − a youth
organization founded by Jane Goodall encouraging children to
take action for the benefit of people, animals and the environment. Keen to make a contribution to ACR’s cause, the students
rolled up their sleeves to stuff over 70 catnip-filled socks, which
they presented to us. We were delighted! After distributing some
of these Happy Socks to our foster homes, we showcased the
rest at our booth at The Artisan Gift Fair. We also displayed a
poster showing their origin. Not only did Happy Socks sell out
each day, but they were the biggest seller at the event. Thanks
to the students at Downtown Alternative School for their thoughtful, creative contribution to help the cats!
Donated “Happy Socks”
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Communications
Our New Branding
Many of you have no doubt noticed ACR’s new logo, designed exclusively for us by Quentin Matheson. Though
we will also continue to use our PawPrint, we feel this logo to be more distinctly our own.
Our Web Site
ACR’s web site was designed for us in 2000 by Raven Sun, who continues to maintain it. Since it is essential for
attracting volunteers, donations and adoptions, much ongoing emphasis is placed on improving its content and
on increasing traffic. Some changes include:
* A simpler and easier to remember URL (www.annexcatrescue.ca) has been registered along
with our familiar www.annexrescue.on.ca.
* We’ve edited our adoption page to include more information for potential adopters.
* In peak season, kittens are featured above adult cats to attract greater attention through their
ever-changing variety.
* We’ve instituted more frequent updates in regard to the availability of our cats and kittens.
* We updated the education page with additional tips on how to ensure the smooth transition
of an adopted cat to its new home.
* Some of the volunteer pages were rewritten to provide readers with more information about
fostering and trapping.
* In April we began listing specific positions for which we need volunteers.
Online Donations
- We updated ACR’s profile on the Canada Helps web site, where charitable donations can be made, to be
more consistent with our mission and mandate.
http://www.canadahelps.org/CharityProfilePage.aspx?CharityID=s54083
- Shoppers who buy online from many merchants through Rebate A Cause will receive a rebate of up to 15%
which can be directed to The Annex Cat Rescue: http://www.rebateacause.com/annexcatrescue
Online Communities and Directories
Many community web sites, hosted by ACR volunteers, promote cats in foster homes, cats for adoption and special events. Over 20 online directories also list the ACR and provide a link to our web site.
Our Print Presence
During kitten season, ACR regularly advertises our foster cats in The Toronto Star. Last spring and summer we
also took out ads in Toronto Life magazine. Our brochures and our beautiful posters, designed by Carol Hroncek
and placed by our volunteers in veterinarian clinics, coffee shops, etc., also bring in adopters and new members.
Over the year, we’ve redesigned the banners and signage which we use at events, giving us a stronger more
professional presence.
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Meet Some Of Our Rescues
Mama Tortie — Nature vs Nurture: Nurture wins!
Meet Mama Tortie - a delightful yet strong-willed, feral tortoiseshell gal who has given birth to some of Toronto’s
most lovable kittens. Mama Tortie is a wily cat, having had two litters since first being brought to the attention
of ACR. To this day, she continues to evade all efforts of our volunteers to trap and spay her. However, ACR has
been able to rescue and find foster homes for seven of Mama Tortie’s kittens, and although they were initially
quite difficult to socialize - more proof that apples don’t fall far from the tree! - they eventually became incredibly
playful and entertaining. In fact, their personalities were so uniquely engaging that three of them were adopted
by their foster homes!
Litter number one: Sebastian, Emery, Sidney and Elliot. Litter number two: Alvin, Theodora, Sapphire .
Unfortunately, Mama Tortie made certain that one kitten from each of these litters remained with her. After numerous attempts, ACR finally trapped and neutered the eldest of the two − Melbourne (aka Mel), who was then
returned to mom. We are now back on the street tracking Simon.
Meanwhile, after being fostered in separate homes, Alvin and Sapphire were adopted together, where Theodora
(renamed Penny) lives happily with her half-brother, Sidney. Affectionately referred to as “mini-torts, or “tortellinis,” Momma Tortie’s well-loved kittens have been auspiciously dubbed the most “feralicious” group of kittens in
recent ACR history.

Sebastian

Elliot

Emery

Alvin

Sidney & Penny(Theodora)

Sapphire
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Masquerade, Palmerston & Oscar
Masquerade, Palmerston and Oscar were part of a litter of five kittens born in the spring of 2006 into the Boxcar Colony (SEE Trapping report). An ACR volunteer rescued one of the five while it was under eight weeks
- the magic age after which feral kittens become difficult to socialize. Sadly, a lack of available foster homes
prevented our rescuing the other four at that time. After a few weeks, volunteers observed that one of the remaining kittens seemed to have disappeared, presumably having died. That left a female calico and two gray tuxedo
brothers who were given the names Masquerade, Oscar and Palmerston.

Masquerade and Palmerston in the Boxcar Colony

As the months passed, the trio remained consistently front and centre within the colony, displaying great curiosity
towards the feeders. In fact, they gravitated into the spotlight so much they became the stars of a student documentary on feral cat colonies! After about four months of monitoring, one fine day an ACR volunteer noticed
Masquerade had come up beside her - an unusual gesture for a feral cat. Expecting no more than a curious sniff,
the volunteer was surprised when the calico proved not only receptive to pats, but responded with a purr as enthusiastic as any domestic cat’s. Masquerade, it turned out, was a complete charmer, who allowed herself to be
cuddled even in the wild! All three kittens were made trial ACR fosters. Within hours, each had become totally
socialized and within weeks all were adopted, with Masquerade and Palmerston going as a pair.

Palmerston

Masquerade
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Ruby – Neighbourhood Nomad finds forever home
Like many of the cats that make their way into the hearts of ACR volunteers, Ruby was found living out her days
on the streets of Toronto, hiding under porches and finding meals where she could.
Appearing to be an ideal candidate for ACR’s TNR program, Ruby was trapped, spayed, then cared for by
ACR volunteers during her recovery. Instead of displaying nervousness and fear in the presence of humans,
Ruby seemed quite comfortable in this new setting, so instead of returning her to the streets, she was placed in
a foster home, allowing her to say goodbye forever to cold nights and missed meals. It wasn’t long before Ruby
graduated from being a beloved foster cat to finding adopters ready to give her a forever home--at least, that’s
what everyone thought ; however, almost immediately after being taken away from her foster mom, Ruby began
meowing day and night − a test for even the most determined of adopters. As hard as they tried to make it work,
they eventually had to resign themselves to the fact that Ruby’s preference lay elsewhere.
Ruby’s foster mom was thrilled to take her back. To her, this was a sign that Ruby’s match had been made the
day she entered her life, and she vowed never to let Ruby leave her side again. A determined cat had picked
her own adopter, and to this day they are living happily ever after.

Ruby
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Marshmallow: Tale of a Scaredy-cat
Marshmallow lived in a feral colony behind a veterinarian clinic in downtown Toronto. After the vets had trapped
and spayed her and her sister, they attempted without success to adopt them out. By the time ACR was called
in, the five-month sisters had lived in a windowless isolation cell for several weeks. One--a long-haired tortie--was
too ferocious to be approached. The other--a white, short-haired calico with grey, black and toasty patches--spent
much of her time curled in a tight ball. Our ACR volunteer was quite sure that the tortie could never be socialized
for indoor life; however, she was willing to take a chance on scaredy-cat Marshmallow.
For the first few days, Marshmallow cowered in her foster mom’s bathtub, too frightened to lift her head even
to eat. When picked up, she was so terrified she urinated. After about a week, she began responding to gentle
petting with a soft purr. After a couple of months, her purr had become a confident roar; she was playing around
her new home, and ecstatically rolling over for bellyrubs.
But Marshmallow was still a quirky kitty. When other foster cats were introduced into her space, she quickly
bonded with them while withdrawing from human contact. After much debate, it was decided that perhaps
Marshmallow should be adopted out on her own, with the hope that some day she would be given a feline pal.
That strategy seems to have worked. Marshmallow has fallen in love with her adopter, who’s convinced she’s the
smartest cat in the world. Not only does she open doors with her paws, but she lifts the toilet seat, even when
weighted down with books, when she wants a drink - well, maybe that part about drinking from the toilet isn’t so
smart, but it’s the way Marshmallow wants it.
As for Marshmallow’s feral sister: she ended up with her own barn. With cats, unlike with socks, one size does
not fit all.

Marshmallow
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Morgan and Kittens
Morgan was rescued from a downtown neighbourhood heavily populated by high-rise condos. It was a cold
spring, and combined with the bleak concrete environment, it was clearly an uncomfortable place for an unmistakably pregnant stray cat to call home.
Morgan was brought indoors and soon afterwards had five beautiful babies (with her foster mom present, acting
as midwife). Morgan was a wonderful mother and the kittens thrived. Azzuri, Manu, Arsenal, Sunder and Aston
couldn’t have made for a better kitten footballer crew and were adopted into wonderful homes. Morgan had
said good-bye to her very last litter.

Azzuri, Manu, Arsenal, Sunder and Aston

Lost or abandoned, Morgan must have seen it all on the street, as her initial instinct was to shy away from
people. After she was spayed, Morgan was transferred to a quiet foster home to help her learn to trust humans
again. With a little perseverance from her new foster mom, it wasn’t long before Morgan welcomed gentle ear
massages, flopped over for belly rubs and meowed whenever she felt that attention was warranted − which was
often!
Our beautiful dilute tortie quickly blossomed into a wonderful feline companion and she was much loved by her
foster mom. It was a bittersweet moment when ACR found the purrfect adopter for Morgan. She is now living the
high life in a downtown condo instead of foraging around them, thoroughly enjoying her life of luxury.

Morgan & Kittens

Morgan & Kittens, 8 weeks later
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Whiskey
Whiskey’s story begins a number of years ago when a kind, elderly woman took him in, then had him neutered
with the intention of finding him a forever home. The woman’s generous nature, however, extended to all stray
cats and in time she had more than she could adopt out. When she sadly passed on, her daughter was left with
the daunting task of fulfilling her mother’s wishes to find homes for each of her rescued cats. That’s when the
daughter turned to ACR. Though all our foster space was filled, by moving our fosters cats around we were able
to take in two, including an older guy named Whiskey.
With his gentle manner and quiet good nature, ten-year old Whiskey immediately captivated not only his new
foster parents but also their resident foster cats. He simply possessed a rare serenity that engulfed anyone fortunate enough to make his acquaintance. Months later, a couple who had recently lost their own ten-year-old cat
named Max, saw Whiskey on ACR’s web site - a mirror image of Max! At their first meeting, Whiskey played
coy and shy, but sensing his special qualities, the couple returned for a second visit. Whiskey, they decided, was
the one!
Whiskey’s adoption both delighted and devastated his foster mom, who’d been deeply touched by him. His foster siblings were also affected. The day after he left, his former foster sister Butterbean walked from room to room
‘chirping’ and meowing, quite obviously confused by the absence of her best friend. Whiskey’s special nature
had touched everyone he encountered. His adoptive home still updates ACR with tales about our Whiskey, and
we celebrate this happy ending.

Whiskey
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Mango & Tango
On their first night with Annex Cat Rescue in April 2006, Mango and Tango barely slept a wink. Neither did
their worried foster parents. Mango and Tango were the smallest of a litter of kittens, born outdoors at the end of
February 2006. When they arrived at their ACR foster home, they were seven weeks old, dirty, dehydrated and
both had long-untreated upper-respiratory infections and conjunctivitis. Those problems left Mango without sight
in one eye, while Tango languished in a lethargic and truly worrisome condition. That night – the kittens’ first
indoors – several concerned telephone calls were made, and three ACR volunteers took turns bottle-feeding the
little sisters until 2:00 am. At a veterinarian clinic first thing the next morning, the kittens received the medications
they needed to battle the URI and conjunctivitis.
With regular medication, frequent bottle feedings and lots of TLC, Mango and Tango quickly showed improvement, and it wasn’t long before the kittens were given a clean bill of health. By now they were an adorable, energetic and playful pair. Little Tango delighted in pouncing after a laser beam as it zipped across the walls while
Little Mango, blind in one eye, became adept at chasing toys that jingled as they rolled across the floor. It looked
like these kittens would be adopted quickly.
Without warning, three weeks after becoming ACR fosters, Mango had a seizure. She was immediately rushed
to a veterinarian clinic where her worried foster parents were given the grim news - Mango’s prognosis was not
good. She had several additional seizures after arriving at the clinic and had to be sedated. Then, three days
after Mango’s first seizure, Tango had a seizure as well. No explanation could be given. As possibilities, the
veterinarian suggested head trauma, a reaction to a vaccination, an infection, or a congenital defect. Only time
and observation would tell. In the meantime, it was decided that both Mango and Tango should remain under
24-hour supervision at the hospital.
Working on the assumption that they had a
bacterial infection affecting brain function, the
veterinarian decided to treat the kittens with very
strong antibiotics. It worked, and the kittens’
condition gradually improved! Everyone at ACR
was thrilled when they came off sedation, opened
their eyes, moved their legs, stood up and once
again began to play. After several seizure-free
days, Mango and Tango were able to return to
their foster home. Their coordination was poor,
and Mango had a mild tremor, but their health
continued to improve. At last, things were looking
up for Mango and Tango!

Mango & Tango May 2006
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After a month under ACR foster care, Mango and Tango were visited by a potential adopter who, of course, was
smitten with these adorable kittens. They were adopted together into a loving family.
In May 2007, Mango and Tango’s former foster parents received this update: “Mango and Tango are wonderful. They are just over a year old now but they still act like kittens most of the time! They’re both very affectionate and they’re still best friends! Tango is the more catlike of the two – she likes to be spoiled and treated like a
princess, and she is also quite independent. Mango, on the other hand, thinks she’s a dog! She is not the least
bit independent and she needs to be sitting on your lap or being cuddled whenever you are near her! She’s also
a little clumsy, and loves to come galloping towards you whenever her name is called!”
Thanks to the dedication of ACR’s tireless volunteers, Mango and Tango truly are an ACR success story.

Mango & Tango May 2007
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Statement Of Surplus1

Revenues
Adoption Fees
Donations
Fundraising
Interest
Membership Dues
Money Boxes
Revenue Total
Operating Expenses
Advertising Expense
Bank Charges
Depreciation - Equipment
Fundraising Expense
Miscellaneous Expense
Postage
Supplies
Telephone / Internet
Transportation Expense
Veterinary Services
Operating Totals

1

Year Ended
December 31,
2006

Year Ended
December 31,
2005

13,670
49,808
5,546
749
280
5,931
75,984

9,760
56,644
1,570
393
320
6,731
75,418

2,722
163
378
2,490
526
94
5,313
487
535
38,475
51,183

1,981
83
546
2,651
354
142
4,668
411
586
49,889
61,311

Surplus (Deficit) for the period

24,801

14,107

Opening Surplus (Deficit)
Ending Surplus (Deficit)

27,834
52,635

13,727
27,834

For the year ended December 31, 2006, with comparative figures for the year ended December 31, 2005
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